The relationship between the morphology and blood flow of the Left Ventricle (LV) during myocardial remodelling is complex and not yet fully understood. Cardiovascular MR (CMR) velocity imaging is a versatile tool for the observation of general flow patterns in-vivo. More detailed understanding of the coupled relationship between blood flow patterns and myocardial wall motion can be further enhanced by the combined use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and CMR. This permits the generation of comprehensive high-resolution velocity fields and the assessment of dynamic indices, such as mass transport and wall shear stress, that are important but cannot be measured directly by using imaging alone. One of the key drawbacks of ventricular flow simulation using CFD is that it is sensitive to the prescribed inflow boundary conditions. Current research in this area is limited and the extent to which this affects in-vivo flow simulation is unknown. In this work, we measure this sensitivity as a function of the inflow direction and determine the limit that is required for accurate ventricular flow simulation. This represents an important step towards the development of a combined MR/CFD technique for detailed LV flow analysis.
Introduction
Heart disease is one of the biggest killers and debilitating factors in the world. Coronary atherosclerosis leading to myocardial infarction can be immediately fatal in almost a third of the patients involved. For the survivors, heart failure may follow, which carries a poor prognosis despite improvements in treatment with modern techniques. In cases where a heart attack is not immediately fatal, the shape and function of the ventricles can change over the following weeks and months. This natural process of myocardial remodelling first involves the expansion of the infarcted myocardium, but can continue to affect the adjacent healthy tissue until the overall structure of the heart is altered. As the condition progresses, the functionality of the heart can deteriorate. The extent to which this happens can vary considerably between patients. Understanding the process of remodelling and its relationship with cardiac function is vital to the understanding of heart failure and the subsequent morbidity and mortality associated with myocardial infarction.
In general, LV dysfunction involves a number of interrelated events both in systole and diastole. Each of these factors, including ventricular relaxation, diastolic filling, ventricular contraction, pericardial restraint and ventricular interaction, is interrelated to the others in a complex sequence of events. A detailed investigation of intra-ventricular flow patterns could provide practical insight to the different relationships involved and facilitate the diagnosis and treatment of LV dysfunction. Thus far, no single measurement technique is available to offer detailed quantitative information about the time-dependent LV flow patterns and the impact of ventricular movements on haemodynamic changes. Catheter-based techniques are invasive and not practical for widespread application or serial follow-up examinations, whereas Doppler flow imaging is practically limited by the angle between the flow and the ultrasonic beam. MR phase contrast velocity mapping is perhaps the most versatile technique for in-vivo flow measurement but prolonged data acquisition time and limited spatio-temporal resolution are major limiting factors. In parallel to the development of non-invasive imaging techniques, CFD has made significant improvements in recent years. It has been proven to be an effective means of studying complex cardiovascular dynamics, being able to provide detailed haemodynamic information that is unobtainable using direct imaging techniques. CFD is concerned with the numerical solution of a set of partial differential equations that govern the flow. In practice, the discretized equations are solved by using numerical approaches within a computational mesh. It is necessary to specify a set of boundary conditions at the inflow and outflow regions of the flow domain. Once a solution has been reached, the CFD technique is able to ascertain the velocity and pressure at each grid and time point within the mesh.
Existing research has so far utilised CFD techniques to simulate blood flow in the heart with varying degrees of realism. The early computational models developed in the 70-80's were confined to 1D or 2D, aimed at examining the global flow patterns, pressure waveforms and transmitral flow in simplified geometries [1] , [2] . These models were subsequently improved to incorporate more realistic geometries and fluid/ventricular wall interactions in order to obtain velocity and pressure patterns in the ventricles, as well as stress distributions within the wall [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
To investigate the sensitivity of the prescribed inflow direction to the CFD results, a detailed study is performed in this paper with additional flow information that is directly acquired at the mitral valve using MR phase contrast velocity mapping. A set of 10 simulations were performed by using a model of a healthy left ventricle. Each of these simulations utilised different inflow directions. The differences between the derived flow fields were assessed both qualitatively and quantitatively with that of the MR results. A further set of simulations were then performed to test the consistency of these results across 6 normal subjects. For each subject, a set of 5 different inflow directions were simulated.
Methods

MR Data Acqusition
Imaging was performed on a Siemens Sonata 1.5T MR system. A multi-slice cine True-FISP imaging sequence was used to acquire 7 short axis slices at 16 phases providing complete spatial and temporal coverage of the LV. Each slice was acquired in a single 20 second breath-hold so as to minimize registration errors caused by respiratory movement. MR flow imaging was used to aid the prescription of the inflow boundary conditions and to validate the CFD simulations. To this end, a phase contrast velocity mapping sequence was used to acquire two long-axis images. The first long-axis image was oriented to pass through both the inflow and outflow tracts whereas the second was set to be in the orthogonal direction passing through the inflow tract. For each acquisition, all three orthogonal velocity components of velocity were obtained. Due to the length of the imaging time required, the three velocity components were acquired within separate breath-holds. As with the morphological image acquisition, retrospective cardiac gating was used to specify the acquisition of 20 phases across the cardiac cycle. The average inflow velocity was measured for all phases during the filling of the left ventricle. An elliptical region of 3cm 2 was delineated in each phase of the cardiac cycle. This region was located just within the left ventricle and adjacent to the mitral valve plane. Care was taken so that the regions only contained blood but not flow artefacts or the valve leaflets. The average of each velocity component was then measured to prescribe the inflow boundary conditions for the ventricular flow simulation.
Ventricular Modelling
The ventricular models utilised two surface meshes to represent the endocardial border of the LV. The first of these meshes delineated the inflow tract and the main body of the ventricle, whereas the second represented the outflow tract. The cavity of the LV was considered to be the Boolean union of the volumes enclosed by the meshes. Points within the meshes that lay beyond the mitral or aortic valve planes were discarded so that the extent of the flow domain was limited to the ventricular blood pool. To allow for an accurate CFD simulation, it was necessary to prescribe the wall movement of the LV at a higher temporal resolution than that could be acquired using the CMR imaging technique. For this purpose, Catmull-Rohm spline interpolation was used to create intermediate meshes, resulting in a total of 49 time frames over the cardiac cycle. The volume mesh generation scheme was complicated by the incorporation of the dynamic valve planes. For some subjects, it was necessary to raise the position of the valve plane by 1cm in the direction of the left atrium. This ensured that none of the constituent cells demonstrated a negative volume or underwent excessive deformation.
CFD Simulation
The Navier-Stokes equations for 3D time-dependent laminar flow with moving walls were solved using a finite-volume based CFD solver CFX4 (CFX international, AEA technology, Harwell). The blood was treated as an incompressible Newtonian fluid with a constant viscosity of 0.004 Kg/(ms). The simulation started from the beginning of systole with zero pressure defined at the aortic valve plane while the mitral valve plane was treated as non-slip wall. At the beginning of diastole, the aortic valve was closed by treating it as a wall, whilst the mitral valve plane was opened by using a combination of pressure and velocity boundaries [13] . A plug velocity profile was assumed at the flow boundaries. The inflow direction was determined by the mean transmitral velocity vector obtained from the MR velocity measurements. The simulation was repeated for four cycles to reach a periodic solution. The results obtained in the fourth cycle are presented here.
The first experiment measured the sensitivity of the CFD simulation to the direction of the inflow for a single healthy subject. Firstly, a simulation was performed by using the average inflow direction measured from the MR velocity images. A further 4 simulations were then performed with the inflow direction modified by 5 degrees in each of the 4 orthogonal directions A', P', I' and S' as defined in the figure 2 (left graph, second row). These 4 simulations were then repeated with the original inflow direction modified by 10 degrees. In order to indicate the sensitivity of simulation at even greater angles, two further simulations were performed with angles of 15 and 20 degrees in the direction A'.
The second experiment evaluated the sensitivity of the technique across a further 5 normal subjects. This was designed to examine the reproducibility of the results obtained from the first experiment. A total of 5 simulations were performed for each subject. The first of these utilised the average inflow direction measured from the MR velocity images. This was then followed by simulations with 5 degrees of variation in each of the 4 orthogonal directions.
Validation
The sensitivity of the simulation process was evaluated by comparing the flow fields generated using the measured inflow direction to each of those generated using a modified inflow direction. To provide quantitative comparison, two parameters that characterised the difference between pairs of 3D flow fields were calculated. The parameters were based on the mean variation in direction and magnitude between their constituent velocity vectors. It was investigated how these parameters varied as a function of the prescribed inflow direction. This gave an indication of the precision with which the boundary conditions should be specified in order to perform reproducible ventricular flow simulations. Figure 1 demonstrates the typical correspondences between the simulated ventricular flow and that measured by using MR imaging. Two orthogonal planes are presented for each of the techniques which are anterior-posterior (A'-P') and Inferior-superior (I'-S') as defined in figure 2 (left graph, second row) . The length of each arrow is proportional to the magnitude of the in-plane velocity. It can be seen that the flow fields have a similar overall topological structure but regional differences are evident. Both flow fields consist of an inflow jet directed into the expanding ventricular cavity. The direction of this jet is the same for both techniques as the measured inflow velocity is used to prescribe the boundary conditions. The discrepancy in absolute inflow velocity is due to the fact that only the inflow direction rather than the absolute value is constrained. Overall, the flow fields measured by using MR velocity imaging had a higher complexity than those derived by simulation. For example, regions containing small vortices were often present in the measured flow fields but not in the simulated results. These regions were typically located adjacent to the inflow tract and around the papillary muscles. This is not surprising as detailed anatomical structure in these regions was not modelled. Two parameters were calculated to quantitatively characterise the differences between pairs of flow fields generated by CFD simulation. The first of these was defined to be the ratio of the velocity magnitudes for corresponding points within each flow field. This value was averaged for all points within the ventricular volume. It has been displayed as a function of the cardiac phase within the first row of Figure 2 . The cardiac phase has been normalised so that the value 0.0 corresponds to the opening of the mitral valve leaflets and 1.0 represents end-diastole. The second parameter, which is demonstrated in the second column, was defined as the mean angle between velocity vectors at corresponding points within each flow field. It is evident that, in general, the values of both parameters increase throughout each simulation. This is to be expected due to the lower average flow velocity at later diastole. Of greater importance however, it is demonstrated that the values of both of the parameters increase as a function of the inflow angle. This dependency characterises the sensitivity of the simulation to the inflow angle. Figure 3 shows the consistency of the simulations over 6 normal subjects. Each graph characterises the differences between the simulations performed with the measured inflow direction and those performed with a modified inflow direction. For the figures in this paper, the differences between the 3D flow fields are represented by the mean percentage difference in the velocity magnitudes. It can be seen that, for all subjects, the measured differences between the flow simulations lie within a tight range of 5% to 22% and the simulation were most sensitive to changes in the direction A'. The variability of flow fields generated by CFD simulation. Each graph shows the differences between the flow fields that were generated using the measured inflow direction and those that utilised a modified inflow direction. The two rows show the variation in the mean difference ratio in the velocity magnitude and the mean difference in the angles between corresponding velocity vectors. The orientation parameters A', P', I' S' are defined in the left graph second row.
Results
Figure 3:
A demonstration of the sensitivity of the flow simulations to the inflow direction for 6 normal subjects (six lines in each graphs). The four graphs represent the different ways in which the inflow direction was modified. x-axis and y-axis correspond to normalised time and mean difference ratio respectively. It can be seen that, in general, the simulations were most sensitive to changes in the direction A'. Direction P' Direction S' Direction I' Direction A'
Discussion and Conclusions
This study has evaluated the sensitivity of ventricular flow simulations to changes in the inflow direction. The aim of this work was to establish how accurately the inflow boundary conditions must be specified in order to give reproducible simulations. It has been shown that changes to the inflow direction of 5 degrees do not significantly affect the flow topology. These changes do bring about slight differences between the magnitudes and directions of the corresponding velocity vectors however. Changes of 10 degrees or more did produce flow patterns with an altered topology. The differences between the velocity vectors were also substantial. It is therefore concluded that, if the topology of the flow is to be assessed, it is necessary to specify the inflow direction within an accuracy of 5 degrees. For detailed quantitative assessment, however, the inflow direction needs to be specified with as high an accuracy as possible. This is a significant finding in that it suggests that for qualitative flow pattern analysis, some of the rapid imaging techniques such as 3D echo combined with Doppler velocity mapping could be used to provide adequate boundary conditions for patient specific flow simulation. The finding also justifies the importance of using MR velocity mapping for providing detailed inflow boundary conditions for accurate quantitative analysis.
In the current study, the plug profile specified for the ventricular inflow is a simplification of the complex flow through the mitral valve. Although it is beyond the scope of the current study to prescribe this profile to a greater accuracy, it would be possible to acquire the relevant data using MR velocity imaging. Two different imaging schemes could be utilised to produce detailed 2D velocity profiles of the inflow region. Firstly, a set of 1D profiles could be acquired from different long-axis images and then interpolated in a radial direction to produce a complete 2D profile. Alternatively, a more sophisticated imaging sequence could be developed to track the mitral annulus throughout the cardiac cycle. This would provide a plane with an approximate short-axis orientation, which had a variable position and orientation over time. This second scheme would provide a more uniform and comprehensive measurement of the velocity profile.
There are a number of anatomical features of the ventricle that have not been modelled for this study but are likely to play a critical role in the development of blood flow patterns. The most important of these are the mitral valve leaflets. These highly dynamic structures directly control the flow of blood and are therefore likely to make a large difference to the flow simulations. Another significant improvement would be the incorporation of the left atrium and its inflow tracts. This would enable the inflow boundaries to be moved away from the ventricular cavity. As such, the flow of blood within the ventricle would become less sensitive to inaccuracies introduced by the boundary conditions imposed. Finally, the internal structure of the ventricle is significantly more complicated than the simplified geometry used in this study. The papillary muscles and the trabeculations form an intricate and dynamic set of structures that both obstruct and promote the flow of blood. It is necessary to investigate the detail with which these features must be modelled such that the simulated flow fields are not significantly affected.
